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Jan 23, 2020 psiphon cheat file for the ds and dsx handhelds.
Last update here: Feb 23, 2018 New updated version of

Doctor Zillas free hard drive emulator for DS and DS XL. A
lot of new stuff: + Updates and bug fixes + Cheats database +
Time display + An option to have cheats auto run + Various

UI tweaks and improvements May 29, 2019 PSO
(PlayStation(R)Online) Cheat Codes files for the DS and DSX

handhelds. Jan 1, 2019 I have released a new cheat file
database called DeadSkullzJr. Cheat Database - the newest,

most up-to-date hard drive emulator for DS and DSXL cheats.
Aug 14, 2019 I have made an open-source cheat-code-

database for the desmume program. Desmume is a software
which emulates a hard drive on a flash-cart. You can use it to
play Gameboy Advance games (which aren't in the ds... Sep 8,

2019 New update version for PSO emulator. A lot of new
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stuff: + Updates and bug fixes + Cheats database + Time
display + An option to have cheats auto run + Various UI

tweaks and improvements Oct 30, 2019 New update for the
desmume 4.0 v4.1.1 with new Cheat Codes database for the
PSO emulator. * A lot of new stuff: + Updates and bug fixes
+ Cheats database + Time display + An option to have cheats

auto run + Various UI tweaks and improvements Nov 30,
2019 New update for the desmume 4.0 v4.1.2 with new Cheat
Codes database for the PSO emulator. * A lot of new stuff: +
Updates and bug fixes + Cheats database + Time display + An

option to have cheats auto run + Various UI tweaks and
improvements Dec 28, 2019 New update for the desmume 4.0
v4.1.3 with new Cheat Codes database for the PSO emulator.

* A lot of new stuff: + Updates and bug fixes + Cheats
database + Time display + An option to have cheats auto run

+ Various UI tweaks and improvements Jan 30, 2020
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Download

Jan 12, 2009 You can download
Cheat.dat from the

ArcadePublisher. The most current
version of Usrcheat.dat has been

downloaded from our FTP server.
Usrcheat.dat has over 1500 cheats
that are still being updated from

time to time. Download it from the
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link below, in the file directory you
will see a folder named cheat. The
usrcheat.dat is a utility that allows
you to insert cheat codes or strings

into the desmume application.
desmume cheat database download
Jan 7, 2009 We're still working on

getting the new version of
usrcheat.dat built on the new

ASMDK. desmume cheat database
download Apr 22, 2017 I've been
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looking for the.dat files but to no
avail. desmume cheat database,
newest desmume cheat database

2017, desmume cheat codes, does
desmume cheat have codes Apr 2,

2009 I am currently using the
CCSDTester to add cheats,

however, I can't get it to work, can
someone help me with the code as
this version doesn't work with my

game. desmume cheat codes Apr 2,
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2009 I am currently using the
CCSDTester to add cheats,

however, I can't get it to work, can
someone help me with the code as
this version doesn't work with my
game. You can download the file

from a link below, in the file
directory you will find a folder

named "Scut". There are also cheat
codes in the game for you to enter
using Alt/F4 and will usually result
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in something like: Enter [lvl 2] - to
add the cheat [lvl 2] and also [lvl 2]
with the code 'Verbose'. Enter [lvl

3] - to add the cheat [lvl 3] and also
[lvl 3] with the code 'Verbose'.

Enter [lvl 1] - to add the cheat [lvl
1] and also [lvl 1] with the code
'Verbose'. You can get the cheat

code file here, it is an.zip file that
needs to be unzipped. There are
some cheats in the file, you can
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find the cheat codes or use those
codes to cheat. You can get it here,
you can also find the cheat database

here. The usrcheat.dat allows
82138339de
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